1. CORE ONLY

Drop in core which can be used for multiple applications where either blocking, woodwork, angle or support is in place for the core to rest upon.

2. CORE ONLY With mounting tabs

Core only with mounting tabs for fastening to blocking, woodwork or angle supports, duct flanges etc. AAG provides mounting fasteners with matching finish.

3. CORE ONLY With mounting tabs – surface mount

Core only with mounting tabs, typically used for wall cladding or other decorative purposes. AAG provides mounting fasteners with matching finish.
4. A FRAME  Drop in

A FRAME DETAILS

Drop in A Frame typically used for an enclosure, fin tube opening, floor vents and millwork.

5. A FRAME  With mounting holes

A Frame with countersunk mounting holes in the bottom of the frame. Typical uses are for wall, ceiling, floor, toe-kicks and under benches. AAG provides mounting fasteners with matching finish.

6. A FRAME  With mounting tabs

A Frame with countersunk mounting holes on the inside of frame for fastening to the opening. Always with removable core. Used for wall and ceiling applications. AAG provides mounting fasteners with matching finish.
7. **B FRAME Drop in**

**B FRAME DETAILS**

**BEVELED EDGE**

**INVERTED**

Drop in B Frame typically used for a rough cut opening since the flange provides a crisp, clean, finished appearance.

---

8. **B FRAME Drop in routed opening**

Drop in B Frame placed into an opening that has routed edges so that the flange is flush to the surrounding surface.

---

9. **B FRAME Surface mounted with holes**

Surface mounted B Frame with countersunk mounting holes in the flange usually for wall or ceiling. AAG provides mounting fasteners with matching finish.
10. **B FRAME**  
*Mounting holes – Removable core*

Surface mounted B Frame with countersunk mounting holes in the flange and removable core. For ceiling and walls where access is important. AAG provides mounting fasteners with matching finish.

11. **B FRAME**  
*Concealed mounting holes – Removable core*

B Frame with countersunk mounting holes through the side of frame for fastening to opening, with removable core. For ceiling and walls where access is important. AAG provides mounting fasteners with matching finish.

12. **B FRAME**  
*Mounting tabs*

B Frame with mounting tabs for securing to blocking, mill work, supports, angle or duct flange. AAG provides mounting fasteners with matching finish.
13. B FRAME  *Reinforced cross bars*

B Frame with reinforced cross bars for floor or heavy traffic application. Additional reinforcement provided with custom cross bar spacing. AAG provides mounting fasteners with matching finish.

14. B FRAME  *Inverted with mounting holes*

Inverted B Frame with countersunk mounting holes in the flange – used in millwork, as a thru-door grille or under mount for a counter. AAG provides mounting fasteners with matching finish.

15. C FRAME  *Drop in*

C Frame drop in typically used for floor and sill applications.
16. C FRAME  
Mounting holes - Removable core

C Frame with countersunk holes in flange and removable core; used for wall and ceiling applications. AAG provides mounting fasteners with matching finish.

17. C FRAME  
Concealed mounting holes - Removable core

C Frame with countersunk mounting holes in side of frame for fastening to opening, with removable core; wall and ceiling applications. AAG provides mounting fasteners with matching finish.
18. BAND FRAME  Drop in

**BAND FRAME DETAILS**

Drop in Band Frame for enclosures, millwork, and fin tube openings.

---

19. BAND FRAME  With mounting tabs

Band Frame with mounting tabs for wall and ceiling applications. AAG provides mounting fasteners with matching finish.
20. BAND FRAME  Concealed mounting holes - Removable core

Band Frame with countersunk holes in the side of frame for fastening to the opening, with removable core; wall and ceiling applications.

21. J-BEAD FRAME®

PLASTER J-BEAD FRAME® DETAILS

J-Bead Frame for wall and ceiling applications with fixed core.

All illustrations show the AAG100 style bar with standard frame configurations. Many other frame options, sizes and designs are available either from stock or as a customization.

22. J-BEAD FRAME®

J-Bead Frame with removable core for wall and ceiling applications.